Infrax’s AMI provides a secure AMI transport layer/communications network necessary to transport the data generated by Smart Meters to the Energy Control Center. This will allow Utilities the ability to monitor power usage, remotely disconnect and reconnect power. This will save them significant time.
and money over the traditional manual disconnect/connect method currently in place.
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Infrax Systems (IFXY) Completes Purchase of Controlling Interest in RFID Pioneer, Lockwood Technology
Thu, 14 Apr 2011 12:00:00 GMT
Read more...

Infrax Systems (IFXY) Completes the Development of Solar Power Option for its UMAX Substation Communication Products
Wed, 13 Apr 2011 12:30:00 GMT
(PR Newswire) - Infrax Systems, Inc., a global provider of unified Smart Grid-related products and services for the Energy and Utility industries, announced today that it had recently completed the development of a new Solar Power option for its UMAX line of wireless communications products for utilities.
Read more...

Infrax Systems (IFXY) Announces the Availability of New 1.4-1.6 GHz Upgradeable WiMAX / LTE Base Station for Utilities & Rural Broadband Networks
Tue, 12 Apr 2011 21:00:00 GMT
Read more...
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